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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall show that sharpening Holder's Inequality can beÈ
generalized to sharpen Jensen's inequality for concave and convex func-
w xtions 1, 4 .
We shall also sharpen a majorization theorem for concave functions and
 . w xtwo sequences or functions when only one of them is monotonic 6 .
2. SHARPENING JENSEN'S INEQUALITY
Let us consider a concave function F of several variables defined on an
n w x  .open convex set u in R 3, pp. 31, 32 . Let the real functions 0 - w t ,
 .  .and f t w t , i s 1, . . . , n be integrable functions on the real intervali
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w x w xa, b . Then Jensen's Inequality in its integral form 5, p. 10 is
b b b
F f , . . . , f w t dt f w dt f w dt .  .H H H1 n 1 n
a a aF F , . . . , . 2.1 .
b b b
w t dt w t dt w t dt 0 .  .  .H H H
a a a
Using this inequality we get the following
 .THEOREM 1. Let x , . . . , x be a complex function in n complex ¨ari-1 n
ables and let
< < < < < < < <F x , . . . , x F F x , . . . , x . 2.2 .  . .1 n 1 n
<  . <  . nLet also F x , . . . , x be a conca¨e function for x s x , . . . , x g R .1 n 1 n
 .  .If f t , i s 1, . . . , n, w t are complex functions of real ¨ariables, andi
 .  .  . w xf t w t , w t are integrable on a, b , theni
c
A c s w t F f t , . . . , f t dt .  .  .  .H 1 n
a
b b
< < < <w t f dt w t f dt .  .H H1 nb c c< <q w t dt F , . . . , 2.3 .  .H
b bc < < < <w t dt w t dt 0 .  .H H
c c
is a decreasing function in c, a F c F b.
Analogous results for the discrete case are obvious.
Proof. Let a F c - d F b,
d
A d s wF f , . . . , f dt .  .H 1 n
a
b b
< < < <wf dt wf dtH H1 nb d d< <q w dt F , . . . ,H
b bd < < < <w dt w dt 0H H
d d
c d
< < < < < <F wF f , . . . , f dt q wF f , . . . , f dt .  .H H1 n 1 n
a c
b b
< < < <wf dt wf dtH H1 nb d d< <q w dt F , . . . ,H
b bd < < < <w dt w dt 0H H
d d
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c
F wF f , . . . , f dt .H 1 n
a
d d
< < < <wf dt wf dtH H1 nd c c< <q w dt F , . . . ,H
d dc < < < <w dt w dt 0H H
c c
b b
< < < <wf dt wf dtH H1 nb d d< <q w dt F , . . . ,H
b bd < < < <w dt w dt 0H H
d d
c d b
< < < <F wF f , . . . , f dt q w dt q w dt .H H H1 n  /a c d
d b d b
< < < < < < <wf dt q wf dt wf dt q wf dtH H H H1 1 n n
c d c d= F , . . . ,
d b d b
< < < < < < < <w dt q w dt w dt q w dt 0H H H H
c d c d
c
s wF f , . . . , f dt .H 1 n
a
b b
< < < <wf dt wf dtH H1 nb c c< <q w dt F , . . . , s A c . .H
b bc < < < <w dt w dt 0H H
c c
 .The first inequality is a result of the given inequality 2.2 . The second
 .inequality is Jensen's inequality 2.1 applied on c F t F d to the given
<  . <  . nconcave function F x , . . . , x on x , . . . , x g R . The third inequality1 n 1 n
<  . <  . nfollows again from the concavity of F x , . . . , x on x , . . . , x g R .1 n 1 n
 .  .The inequality A d F A c becomes equality only if the arguments of
c  .  . w x < <H wF f , . . . , f dt and of wF f , . . . , f on c, d are the same, wf ,a 1 n 1 n i
w x <  . < <  < < < <. <i s 1, . . . , n, are constants on c, d , F f , . . . , f s F f , . . . , f on1 n 1 n
w x d < < b < <c,d , and if d - b, H f w dt s H f w dt, i s 1, . . . , n.c i d i
 .EXAMPLE 1. Sharpening Holder 's Inequality. Let F x , . . . , x sÈ 1 n
 n x ai, x g C, i s 1, . . . , n, where a G 0, i s 1, . . . , n, n a F 1,is1 i i i is1 i
a s 1 y n a .0 is1 i
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 .Let f t , i s 0, 1, . . . , n, be a complex integrable function on the reali
interval a F t F b. Then
ai
b
a < <i f t dt .Hn n ic f t . bi c< <A c s f t dt q f t dt .  .  . H H0 0 b /f t .a cis1 is10 < <f t dt 0 .H 0
c
ain nc bai < <s f t dt q f t dt .  . H Hi i /a cis0 is0
is a decreasing function in c, a F c F b, because F s  n x ai, x ) 0,is1 i i
a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n, n a - 1, is a concave function. The case n s 1,i is1 i
w xa s 1r2 was considered in 4 , and the case n s 1, 0 - a - 1 was1 1
w xconsidered in 1 .
Analogous results for the discrete case are obvious.
 .EXAMPLE 2. Sharpening Minkowski's Inequality. Let F x , . . . , x s1 n
 n 1r a.a1 q  x , a G 1.is1 i
 . nAs F is a concave function for x , . . . , x g R , we get under the same1 n q
 .  .  .conditions as in Example 1 on f t , i s 1, . . . , n, and on w t s f t thati 0
a1ranc f t .i
A c s f t 1 q dt .  . H 0  / /f t .d 0is1
a1ra
b
< <f t dt .Hn ib c< <q f t dt 1 q . H 0 bc is1 < <f t dt 0 . 0H 0
c
a1ran nc a b1ra < <s f t dt q f t dt .  . . H Hi i /  /d cis0 is0
is a decreasing function in c, d F c F b. Analogous results are obvious for
the discrete case.
3. SHARPENING A MAJORIZATION THEOREM
w xIn 6 the following majorization theorem was proved.
w x THEOREM A 6 Theorem 3 . Let f and grf be increasing functions on 0,
.1 . Let w ) 0 and let g ) 0 or f ) 0. Let also fw and gw be integrable
w x 1 1functions on 0, 1 and H fw dtrH gw dt G 0.0 0
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Let F be a conca¨e function. Then for e¨ery k ) 0
1
gw dtH
1 1 0F kg w dt F F k f w dt. 3.1 .  .H H 10 0 fw dt 0H
0
 .  .Specifically, if g t is a conca¨e function satisfying g 0 F 0 and
1  .  .H g t w t dt G 0 we get the inequality0
1
g t w t dt .  .H
1 1 0F g t w t dt F F t w dt. .  . .H H 10 0 tw t dt 0 .H
0
In the following theorem we sharpen this Majorization Theorem as was
done for Theorem 1.
 .THEOREM 2. Let f ) 0 and grf be increasing functions on a, b . Let fw
w x b  .  .and gw be integrable on a, b . Also, let w ) 0 and H g t w t dt G 0.a
 .Let F t be a conca¨e function and let
b
gw dtHc b cB c s F g w t dt q F f w t dt. 3.2 .  .  .  .  .H H
ba c fw dt 0H
c
 .Then B c is a decreasing function of c, a F c F b, and
b
gw dtHc b cB c F F g w t dt q w t F dt. 3.3 .  .  .  .  .H H
ba c w dt 0H
c
 . w x  .In the special case that g t is a con¨ex function on 0, b , g 0 F 0, and
b  .  .H g t w t dt G 0 we get that0
b
gw dtHc b cB c s F g w t dt q F t w dt 3.4 .  .  .  .H H
b0 c tw dt 0H
c
is a decreasing function of c, 0 F c F b.
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Proof. Let a F c - d F b
b
gw dtH
d b dB d s F g w t dt q F f w dt .  .  .H H
ba d fw dt 0H
d
b
gw dtHc d b ds F g w t dt q F g w t dt q F f w dt .  .  .  .H H H
ba c d fw dt 0H
d
b
gw dtHc b cF F g w t dt q F f w dt s B c . 3.5 .  .  .  .H H
ba c fw dt 0H
c
 .To prove 3.5 , let us define
¡g t , c F t - d .
b




 .  .We shall see that G t plays the same role as g t in Theorem 4. In order
 .  .  .to show that G t rf t is increasing on c, b it is enough to show that
b
gw dtq Hg d . dF .q bf d . fw dtH
d
Let us assume that
b
gw dtq Hg d . d) .q bf d . fw dtH
d
 . b  . bBecause grf is increasing we therefore get g t H fw dt ) f t H gw dt,d d
w xd F t F b which by integration on d, b leads to a contradiction.
b  .  . b  .  .Also, H G t w t dt s H g t w t dt ) 0 and therefore we get the in-c c
 .  .equality in 3.5 by Theorem A. Thus the assertion that B c is decreasing
 .  .is proved. By applying Jensen's inequality to B c we get 3.3 .
 .  .In case g t is a convex function for t G 0 satisfying g 0 F 0 we get
 .  .  .that B c defined in 3.4 is decreasing because g t rt is increasing for
t ) 0.
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By a similar proof as those of Theorems 1 and 2 we get
 .THEOREM 3. Let F t be a complex function defined on C and let
<  . < <  < <. < <  . < <  .  . <F t F F t . Let f t , g t rf t be increasing functions on the real
inter¨ al a F t F b then
b
< <gw dtHc b c < <F g t w t dt q F f t w t dt .  .  .  . .H H
ba c < <fw dt 0H
c
is decreasing with c, a F c F b. Moreo¨er,
b
< <gw dtHc b c < <F g t w t dt q F f t w t dt .  .  .  . .H H
ba c < <fw dt 0H
c
b
< <gw dtHc b c< <F F g t w t dt q w t dt F . .  .  . .H H
ba c < <w dt 0H
c
EXAMPLE 3. In this example we use the obvious discrete version of
Theorem 2.
Let 0 - f s d rw and g rf s x rd , i s 1, . . . , n, be increasing se-i i i i i i i
quences such that
n




x s .mq 2, n n y m y 1ismq2
 .Let F t be a concave function.
Then,
n
x im nx xi 1, nismq1B m s F w q F ? w .  i i /w n y m x w .i 1, n i 0is1 ismq1
m nx xi mq1, ns F w q F w , 0 F m F n i i /  /w wi iis1 ismq1
is decreasing with m.
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 . 1r pThe special case F t s t , p ) 1,
n nx xi 1, n
B n s F w F F w .  i i /  /w wi iis1 is1
w xwas dealt with in 2 for positive x , i s 1, . . . , n.i
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